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Who are Valuechain?

What is Audits?
Audits is a paperless audit management
system, that consolidates all your auditing
requirements into one integrated
organised system, that you can access
anywhere using mobile devices.

Designed to help manufacturers stay
organised, save time and reduce paper
usage, Audits comes with a library of best
practice compliance forms that cover a
range of business needs.

Whether you need to monitor and
analyse Health & Safety, Environmental or
Quality compliance, Audits is here to
help.

Schedule Audits
You can assign due dates against multiple different audits, and set up email
reminders, minutes, or weeks in advance. It’s even possible to integrate dates
into your existing work calendar to ensure you get started right on time.

We provide smart manufacturing software to build world-class supply
chains. Our productivity, collaboration and intelligence solutions
enable organisations to improve competitiveness and become
Industry 4.0 ready.

Why Audits?
Everything you need, in one place
Replace fragmented, loose paper-based filing systems with one consolidated Library. Have
complete control by editing, amending or building your own audit compliance forms and fill a
personalised library with ISO 9001, AS9100, H&S or Nadcap compliance forms, so everything
you need is at your fingertips.

Complete your Audits, anywhere
Stored in a secure data centre, online, you can access your library wherever
you are. Forms are downloadable so they are available offline and via our
Audits app; so you can complete them on your desktop, tablet or even your
phone whilst out on the shopfloor.



Audits can replace the use of
tracking spreadsheets, saving
duplicated effort & valuable time

Audits provides full traceability of
who created & completed forms &
when amendments were made

Audits has advanced reporting
capabilities to ensure you make
informed decisions

Audits puts you in control of your
audit preparation & performance

CUSTOM AUDIT FORMS
Forms designed by you,

for your business

A RANGE OF DATA
Add pictures or videos
Upload supporting files

CLOUD SYSTEM
Stored online on a secure

server, to access
anywhere

AUDIT SCHEDULING
Set due dates & reminders

Add to calendar

PERFORMANCE
TRACKING

Check the progress of
tasks, teams and

individuals

DATA VISUALISATION
Advanced reporting to

demonstrate issues

CONSOLIDATED LIBRARY
Create your own personal
library, with all your audits.

TEAM MANAGEMENT
Assign audits and

resolution tasks to team
members

MOBILE
Complete audits on

mobile devices using our
app

USABILITY
Sleek effortless interface
to make auditing simple

VALUECHAIN
Dedicated training, support

and help

Everything you need

Assign Tasks
With audits, it’s easy to assign actions to other team members, so even if multiple
audits need completing at once, you can be sure they will be taken care of.
And, if you find non-compliances that need addressing, you can create a task
within audits, and share it using your existing CRM, emails, or directly to
colleagues’ Audits Dashboard.

Track Progress
Once you’ve assigned tasks to teammates, you can monitor their progress on
your team viewer dashboard. Receive instant updates when delays occur, and
notifications when a team member moves on to a new task.

Improve & Grow
Audits give you the power to take control of your audits with advanced
reporting and data  visualisation integrations. Spot trends in compliance reports
to discover problem and identify issues. Customise your dashboards to display
only the most important information, so the data you need is available in the
right place, at the right time, in the right way.
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Supply Chain
Collaboration

Connect with network partners.
Capture & share data securely.

Improve
Communication

Share smart dashboards.
Manage team activities.

Supply Chain
Intelligence

Capture, analyse & share data to
improve network performance.

Streamline Operations
Simplify & automate complex

business processes.

Grow Your Order Book
Build customer loyalty through

transparency.

Continuously Improve
Capture, analyse & action

improvement opportunities.
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Valuechain works hard to build close, long-term relationships with its customers. When you
purchase a solution from us, you buy into a partnership with our dedicated team who work to
ensure you achieve maximum return on your investment.

We offer support via phone, on-line remote access, support forum or on-site.

Join the growing list of global advanced engineering companies who are happy to depend on
us. Visit our website or contact us to find out more…

Join Valuechain

Go Mobile
Capture & share intelligence

using mobile devices.

Big Data Made Easy
Integrate all your systems.

Analyse data quickly.

Manage Risk
Capture & analyse risk. Manage

mitigating activities.

All of our business improvement solutions can be fully integrated with many production control
solutions, including our own DNA range, so we can offer business intelligence capture, new
product introduction tools and much more.

Transform your business…
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